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Abstract: A wargame is defined as: “A simulation, by whatever means, of a military operation involving
two or more opposing forces using rules, data, and procedures designed to depict an actual or assumed real
life situation” (Gortney 2016, p503). Wargaming is used for several purposes, such as teaching strategic
planning, practising the tasks associated with war, and analytic purposes (Burns et al., 2015). While
wargaming is predominantly a human centric analytical activity, it is an area where artificial intelligence (AI)
may play a useful role because of a computer’s ability to play through a wider range of possible strategies.
However, creating simulated AI participants for wargame scenarios is challenging because of the complexity
and uncertainty in the environments in which they exist. The recent rise of automated behaviour discovery
for agents in a variety of games traditionally dominated by humans offers a possible solution. Commercial
real-time strategy (RTS) games provide an abstract simulation of a world where players aim to dominate and
defeat other players by acquiring, using and managing resources, often including a mix of military, political,
scientific and economic factors. As there is considerable overlap between the objectives found in RTS games
to those that exist in military style wargames, RTS games are ideal platforms to conduct research and
development in support of our AI-enabled wargaming research objectives.
In this paper, we document our work on the use of evolutionary algorithms for automated behaviour
discovery, where evolved behaviour trees are used as controllers for the blue team entities in the wargaming
simulation. As behaviour trees are constructs formulated as a tree-type graph data structure, genetic
programming (Koza, 1992), a technique developed specifically for the evolution of such structures was
employed. In order to systematically evaluate the approach in terms of novel behaviour discovery, two test
scenarios were designed to isolate particular features of land-based combat, inspired by terrain design
patterns from computer games. A more complex scenario, involving multiple terrain constructs was also
evaluated.
A set of experiments were run on the developed scenarios to evolve a blue team against a static red team
opponent. The red entities employed a reactive AI, with the simplicity of the red AI balanced by having a
much greater number of red units in the scenario. Results from the experiments indicate that evolved
behaviour tree controllers in a multi-agent scenario can be useful to identify a set of behaviours that exploit
the properties of the scenario and lead to victory. In particular, we observed the ‘expected’ behaviour in the
control scenarios:
•

Units learned to work together as a team, for example, armor units shielding artillery units.

•

Units in a relatively weak blue side learned to exploit a chokepoint in the terrain to defeat a superior
red side.

•

Units learned to avoid dangerous sections of terrain, such as those protected by enemy snipers.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Behaviour trees (BT) are constructs that have been used to model opponents for strategy games
(Colledanchise & Ögren, 2018). They are data structures where nodes of the tree represent conditional checks
and actions of an in-game entity (typically agent-based) and are widely used in the creation of hand-coded
game AI. The actions and transition logic are separated into action and control flow nodes respectively.
Complex behaviours can be built by arranging control flow and action nodes into a tree structure, which is
traversed depth-first to determine which actions to execute. As the control flow logic is separated from the
actions, new types of actions can be added to existing behaviour trees without affecting the rest of the tree.
The behaviour tree also provides flexibility in that multiple instances of action nodes can be included in the
tree. Behaviour trees can be built at numerous levels of abstraction with a hierarchical structure where an
action node may be an entire sub-behaviour tree.
The transparent nature of behaviour trees, whereby the decision points leading to executed actions are
distinctly identifiable in the tree, make them ideal to applications in behaviour modelling for wargaming and
RTS games. For example, the Norwegian army used manually crafted behaviour trees to model behaviour,
such as battle drills, for computer generated forces (Evensen et al. 2018). Work has also been done to
automatically construct behaviour trees from observations of RTS gameplay (Robertson & Watson, 2015).
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have in the past been used to automatically construct agent controllers. For
example, we have used a genetic algorithm to evolve finite state machine- based aircraft controllers in an air
combat scenario (Masek et al. 2019). EAs are search and optimisation algorithms based on the concept of
survival of the fittest. A major defining characteristic is that they work with a population of possible
solutions rather than being focused on optimising a single solution instance. They have the properties of
being able to scale to large, complex search spaces and are invariant to the fitness landscape and as such can
cope with discontinuities and local optima. This gives evolutionary algorithms an advantage in warfare
scenarios where a range of very different strategies can lead to success, the success of each strategy is
dependent on an opponent’s capability to adapt and where there is no simple linear ranking of strategies as
there is an element of intransitivity in them.
Previous work on evolving behaviour trees has been done in the Mario platformer environment, where Perez
et al (2011) used grammatical evolution. In an application closer to war gaming, Berthling-Hansen et al.
(2018) evolved behaviour trees to model the movement of a simulated soldier in a 3D military simulation
environment. Evolution was done through a multi-objective genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), but changes were
made to incorporate genetic programming into the algorithm. Follower behaviour was evolved using action
and condition nodes based on the moving towards and querying distance to a target.
Other work in the evolution of behaviour trees has mostly been focused on combining sets of hand-coded
trees. Lim, Baumgarten and Colton (2010) used a BT agent to play the game DEFCON. They hand-coded
various basic BTs, then used genetic programming to combine and evolve these trees to produce a complete
agent. Hoff and Christensen (2016) attempted to create a BT agent for the game Zero-K. They used genetic
programming to generate a BT for each aspect of the game (unit recruitment, economy control, construction,
military control etc.) and stitch these together to make a holistic agent. Due to computational constraints, they
were only able to produce BTs to control the economy.
In this paper, we present an approach using genetic programming (Koza, 1992), an EA designed for the
evolution of trees, to evolve behaviour trees for wargame-like scenarios. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: In Section 2 we outline our approach to behaviour tree evolution, followed by the description of our
test scenarios in Section 3. The experiments and results section of Section 4 focuses on the observed
behaviour from the scenarios, followed by a conclusion in Section 5.
2.

AN APPROACH FOR EVOLUTION OF BEHAVIOUR TREES FOR WARGAME
SCENARIOS

A high level overview of the evolutionary approach is given in Figure 1. Inputs to the system include 1) the
behaviour tree primitive node set, comprising of the set of action and condition nodes that the agent
controllers will be constructed from, 2) a fitness function that is used to compute a single fitness value for
each solution based on the outcome of its evaluation and 3) a scenario comprising of a map layout, including
the placement of blue and red teams.
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Figure 1. High level architecture of the evolutionary system using MicroRTS 1 as the simulation engine
2.1.

Agent Model

A behaviour tree is constructed from a primitive set of nodes which is the collection of allowed terminals and
non-terminals that our system can use to build the behaviour tree that controls the BT agent. The primitive set
of behaviour tree nodes that we have used in our experiments is listed in Table 1. The terminal nodes
correspond to either actions or conditions that map to the chosen evaluator (MicroRTS). The non-terminal
nodes are standard behaviour tree constructs and not unique to our application.
Table 1. Primitive set used to build behaviour trees in our experiments.

1

Terminal Nodes

Description

AttackClosestEnemy

A command is issued for the agent to attack the closest enemy
fighting unit. If there are no enemies, this node returns a failure.
If there are enemies, this node returns a success.

AttackClosestBase

A command is issued for the agent to attack the closest enemy
base unit. If there are no bases, this node returns a failure. If
there are bases, this node returns a success.

MoveToClosestAllies

A command is issued for the agent to move towards the closest
allied unit. If there are no allies, this node returns a failure. If
the command to move towards the closest ally was executed,
this node returns a success.

Idle

A 10 frame wait command is issued to the agent. This node
always returns true.

CheckForEnemies

Returns true if enemy fighting units are present on the map,
otherwise returns false.

CheckForAllies

Returns true if an ally is within a distance of 2 units, otherwise
returns false.

CheckForBases

Returns true if an enemy base is present on the map, otherwise
returns false.

Non-Terminal Nodes (Arity of 1-4)

Description

Selector

Executes child nodes in order until one succeeds.

Sequence

Executes child nodes in order until one fails or all are visited.

Available from: https://github.com/santiontanon/microrts
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For the red team agents, we utilise agent controllers that come as part of MicroRTS. For all experiments, we
used a ‘rush’ style AI, where each fighting units attacks the closest enemy unit that has an accessible path to
it.
2.2.

Evolutionary Approach

Population initialisation
The initial population is generated using a "ramped half and half" approach, with parameter settings shown in
Table 2. This produces a set of trees to a predefined maximum tree depth using two methods, grow and full.
The grow method is used to initialise half of the population; it randomly constructs an individual tree from a
set of non-terminal nodes, until a single non-terminal reaches the max tree depth minus one and, a terminal
node is placed to meet the maximum depth. The remaining non-terminal nodes are populated with children
from the terminal set. These terminal nodes must achieve a predefined minimum tree depth. The full method
fills the remaining half of the initial population by generating trees where each terminal node is at the
maximum tree depth.
Fitness function
A simple fitness function based on the number of unit hit points remaining at the end of the scenario. When a
unit comes under fire, the damage incurred is modelled as a loss of hit points, with the unit destroyed and
removed from the game when its hit points reach zero. At the end of the game, the total number of hit points
remaining for the red and blue teams, redHP and blueHP respectively are calculated by summing the hit
points remaining for all remaining units on a particular side. From this, the fitness of the blue team (which is
the fitness assigned to the behaviour tree individual being used as the blue agent controller) is calculated
using equation 1.
Fitness = blueHP - redHP + maxHP (Equation 1)
redHP = remaining red team HP at the end of the simulation.
blueHP = remaining blue team HP at the end of the simulation.
maxHP: Highest starting team HP for the scenario.
This is similar to the fitness function used by Gajurel et al. (2018), who used the equivalent of difference in
red team hit points between the start and end of the game plus the total blue team hitpoints as a measure of
fitness.
Table 2. Population initialisation parameters for the ramped half and half approach.
Parameter

Value

Grow Probability

0.5

Full Probability

0.5

Min Tree Depth

2

Max Tree Depth

6

Selection, Mutation and Crossover
The selection scheme used is the Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) algorithm (Baker, 1987). SUS is a
proportionate based selection process that favours chromosomes with a higher fitness score, but also ensures
that chromosomes with a lower fitness score have a chance of making it into the following generation.
Subtree mutation, a standard mutation method in genetic programming, was the method selected as the
mutation operator. The subtree mutation process is to select a random mutation point on the existing tree and
replace the selected node (and its subtree) with a randomly generated subtree. To generate the subtree we
used the grow method, as discussed in the population initialisation section.
The crossover scheme used is single point subtree crossover, a standard crossover method in genetic
programming. Two parents are required to perform single point crossover, selected using SUS. A random
point on each parent tree is selected as the place where they swap their respective subtrees, producing two
new child trees.
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3.

SCENARIOS

We demonstrate our approach using three scenarios, plain terrain, chokepoint and urban warfare, depicted in
Figure 2. The plain terrain and chokepoint scenarios were inspired by the work of Hullett & Whitehead
(2010), who identified several ‘design patterns’ in first-person shooter levels. As the optimal behaviour in
these two scenarios is known, they provide an objective means of evaluation for our approach. The third
scenario, urban warfare, was chosen as a larger, more complex scenario to further explore the discovery of
novel behaviour using our approach. The scenarios will now be detailed.
Plain Terrain
This terrain is based on the arena design pattern (Hullet & Whitehead, 2010), consisting of a wide open area,
shown in Figure 2 (left). In this scenario, we attempt to evolve a strategy for the ‘numerically inferior’ blue
force where the terrain is fully accessible. Each side has a base (in opposite corners of the map). Blue has one
heavy unit and one ranged unit, red has five light units. In this scenario, where the blue side is outnumbered,
according to Hullet & Whitehead (2010), the optimum strategy is to “move deliberately and make use of
cover”. Since no cover is provided in this level (apart from the blue units themselves) deliberate movement
and coordination is the focus.
Chokepoint
The chokepoint design pattern (Hullet & Whitehead, 2010) is a narrow path between two areas which must
be traversed to get from one area to the next. When passing through a narrow chokepoint, the power of a
large force is reduced as the chokepoint limits the size of the front, meaning only a limited number of units
can participate in combat. This allows a side with lower numbers to engage a numerically superior opponent
on a more even basis. In this scenario, we attempt to evolve a strategy for the ‘numerically inferior’ blue
force where the terrain features a chokepoint. The scenario, depicted in Figure 2 (middle) has red and blue
sides separated by mostly impassable, apart from a narrow area, the chokepoint. Each side has a base (in
opposite corners of the map), blue has one heavy unit and one ranged unit and red has five light units.
Urban Warfare
This larger (32x32) scenario, depicted in Figure 2 (right), features impassable terrain intended to symbolise
urban buildings. The blue forces begin the mission at the bottom of the map. The map features a large red
base in the top right-hand corner, a pool of red reinforcements at the bottom left-hand corner, with terrain
designed so that these reinforcements meet the blue forces some way into the scenario. The path down the
middle of the map is heavily defended by red ‘snipers’ – ranged units behind the cover of terrain. Due to the
terrain, the red snipers are invulnerable to blue light and heavy units. The red snipers can only be targeted by
blue ranged units, but the blue ranged are far outnumbered. A relatively safe path to the large red base exists
on the left-hand side of the map and contains along it a small red base defended by two red heavy units. This
scenario investigates a larger, more complex scenario in comparison to the previously listed scenarios,
composed of several design patterns. Interesting features include the choice of a path (sniper alley versus safe
flanking route) and the small number of blue ranged units which are the only units capable of eliminating the
red snipers.

Figure 2. Scenarios implemented include Plain Terrain (left), Chokepoint (middle), and Urban (right).
4.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section provides a summary of the behaviour observed in each of the experimental scenarios. For each
scenario, multiple evolution runs were undertaken, with varying probabilities of the mutation [0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
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0.8] and crossover operators [0.4, 0.6, 0.8] in each run to vary the evolution process. This resulted in twelve
combinations of settings, and thus twelve runs of evolution for each scenario. In each run, evolution occurred
from an initial population of 100 random solutions for 20,000 generations in the case of the plain terrain and
chokepoint scenarios, and 10,000 generations for urban warfare (number of generations lowered to decrease
computation requirements). The behaviour of the fittest solution in the final generation in each run was
examined.
In each of the plain terrain experiments, the first action of the blue team is to avoid the red team and destroy
the red base. The blue ranged unit then stays close to the wall, which stops it from being surrounded. The
blue heavy gets into position between the blue ranged and the red team protecting the blue ranged unit. The
blue ranged unit uses its ability to attack from a distance to eliminate the red ream, while the heavy offers
protection and distracts the red units.
This experiment found the pairing of the heavy unit, with the ranged unit to be an effective team composition
on plain terrain. The heavy unit can take some damage, while the ranged cannot, this makes it a capable
defending unit. The heavy performed best when it didn't attack and concentrated on distracting the red team
by continuously moving. The blue ranged unit was found to be ineffective by itself as it did not survive for
very long if the heavy was eliminated. The ranged unit’s ability to attack from a distance made it successful
in eliminating the majority of the red team when it had protection.
The algorithm was successful in finding a solution to the plain terrain scenario. Of the twelve experimental
runs, eight resulted in a win for the blue team and, four resulted in a stalemate situation where each team had
surviving units at the end of the simulation. No runs resulted in an outright loss for the blue team.
In the chokepoint scenario, the dominant evolved tactics typically started with the blue heavy entering the
chokepoint to block it so the red team could not funnel through. This action protects the blue ranged unit and
allows it to eliminate the red units stuck in the chokepoint. The heavy would push out of the chokepoint and
use either the left-hand wall or the green wall on the right to not allow itself to become surrounded. The
heavy proceeds to move and distract the red team, while the blue ranged eliminates them from a safe
distance. After the elimination of the red team, they would then destroy the red base. Other not as successful
tactics that emerged saw the blue ranged attack over the impassable wall or for the blue units to wait for the
red units to move through the chokepoint towards their base before attacking. This tactic was not as
successful as the smaller blue team did not utilise the chokepoint and would get overrun and lose.
The chokepoint scenario experiment had similar findings to the plain terrain scenario, where the pairing of
the heavy unit, with the ranged unit, was seen to be an effective team composition when the heavy defended
the ranged and the ranged acted as the offensive unit from a safe distance. The ranged unit was found to be
ineffective by itself as it would get overrun quickly. The algorithm was successful in finding a solution to the
chokepoint scenario. Of the twelve experiment runs, all resulted in a win for the blue team.
In the urban warfare scenario, a dominant evolved tactic involves the blue units staying in a tight formation
and waiting out of reach at the start of the sniper path for the red forces to attack them. The blue units engage
as a team, and when the majority of the attackable red units are eliminated, some of the remaining blue team
take the safe path and destroy the red bases.
The urban warfare experiment showed caution on behalf of the blue team as they avoided going into areas
where the red snipers could attack them. Blue ranged units also used the impassable terrain to their advantage
by firing over and attacking enemy unit while they were protected. The algorithm was successful in finding a
solution to the stronghold scenario. All twelve experiment runs resulted in a win for the blue team.
5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This work has explored the potential of evolutionary algorithms to be used in the discovery of novel
behaviour in combat scenarios. The advantage of the evolutionary approach is the ability to search a large
multi-modal search space and through a number of runs of the evolution find plausible solutions. The
disadvantage is the computation time, the majority of which is taken up evaluating candidate solutions
thorough simulated scenario runs. For example, a single run of the plain terrain or chokepoint experiments
(20,000 generations) was completed in approximately seven hours, whereas the urban warfare scenario
(10,000 generations) completed in approximately 200 hours. The computational requirements result in having
to cap the number of generations evolved, whereas even better solutions may be found through further
evolution.
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The particular approach explored was the genetic programming of behaviour trees that are used as agent
controllers in a multi-agent simulation. The approach was successfully demonstrated against a range of fixed
scenarios, able to produce strategies that beat the built-in evaluation agent AI which was controlling a force
superior in numbers and fire power. In the small-scale flat terrain and chokepoint scenarios, the known
optimal behaviour was successfully produced, and in the larger scale urban warfare scenario, a winning
strategy was able to be produced.
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